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Abstract 
This paper proposes a knowledge representation DOT (Deductive and Object- 

oriented Term representation), which employs extended terms to describe the prop- 
erties of objects using dot notation and IS-A relation. Its semantics is provided on 
a quasi-ordering structure called DOT algebra. DOT presents a simple framework 
for inheritance and becomes an inference engine for knowledge-bases constructed 
from the IS-A relation. We discuss how to resolve three fundamental problems of 
DOT algebra, and demonstrate that a class of queries called bounded query can be 
evaluated by those resolution methods, in which a regular expression of automata 
theory assumes a central role. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Considerable attention has been focused on the research of deductive databases[Ul189] 
and object-oriented databases[ABD*90] in the last several years. The deductive database 
has the capability of deduction based on first order logic, however, the insufficiency of its 
modeling ability has been shown. Alternately, the object-oriented database has a strong 
data modeling capability for the complex structure of objects and the inheritance among 
object attribute values. Recent work has been directed at providing a single powerful 
framework for the next generation of intelligent database systems through the integra- 
tion of the object-oriented paradigm and rule-based deduction [A'/t86, BNT88, CKW89, 
CeW89, KiL89, KLW90, KiW89, Mat86, MHYg0, YaY90, Yok90]. Such a database model 
is called a deductive and object-oriented database(DOOD)[KNN90]. Among these works, 
F-logic[KiL89, KLW90] presents a significant knowledge representation based on frame 
theory, and provides very rich concepts required for the DOOD. However, we believe that 
it is also important to consider simpler DOOD models which are sufficient and efficiently 
applicable to practical systems. This paper presents such a term representation with a 
simple semantics for knowledge-bases. 

Many DOOD approaches have proposed various extended term syntax and have also 
defined the semantics by introducing their own algebras, such as S T  = (U, g, h) in O- 
logic[Mai86] and (U,~u,I~,I . . . ,Z_.. ,Z:~,Z=~) in F-logic[KLW90]. In this paper, a new 
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extended term representation DOT (Deductive and Object-oriented Term represen!ation) 
is proposed, and a semantics for it is given by DOT algebra[TNFMgl]. In comparison 
with other approaches, our knowledge representation scheme DOT has the following 
characteristics: 

1. No distinction between type and entity. 

2. Representation of virtual objects via DOT expressions. 

3. Consideration of an IS-A relation among DOT expressions. 

In [TNI-I89], the notion of an object was defined and then the IS-A relation was con- 
sidered on the power set of the set of all (ground) DOT expressions. Although such a 
formalization provided us with powerful concepts for knowledge representation, it is also 
possible to consider DOT over the plain domain (i.e., not power set) for its sufficient 
as well as effective use in practical application areas such as dialog understanding sys- 
tems. In [TNFM91], DOT algebra defined over the plain domain of DOT expressions 
was proposed, and its features were discussed by applying automata theory[HoU79] to 
the algebra. Based on these studies of DOT algebra, this paper proposes a syntax for 
term representation whose semantics is given by algebra over the plain domain. Queries 
represented by the terms and their processing are discussed based on the properties of 
the algebra. 

The extended term representation approaches for realizing DOOD have intently tried 
to involve within the term the concepts of an object identifier, methods, and several other 
important features of the object-oriented paradigm. The term proposed in this paper 
cannot represent a full set of these features. Here we wish to emphasize that our aim is 
to establish a restricted but rigorous foundation for a kernel system of the DOOD. Such 
extended features will be involved in our future work on DOT. 

In the next section, we discuss the reasons for the indiscrimination between type and 
entity. We also explain the motivations for our approach to the representation of object 
properties, which is different from the usual representation based on binary relations 
such as those employed in semantic network and frame theory. Our term representation 
DOT is specified in section 3 and a semantics for it is given in section 4. In section 5, 
queries regarding the IS-A relation are defined. We show in section 6 how to get the 
answers to the three fundamental problems of DOT algebra. These methods are applied 
to the evaluation of the bounded query class of queries. Implementation of a prototype 
system of DOT is described in section 7. We show in section 8 that our representation 
can be regarded as a deductive database with function symbols. The features of DOT 
are discussed in section 9 in comparison with those of F-logic. Finally, several remarks 
related to this paper is given in section 10. 

2 Knowledge Representation in DOT 

In this section, the motivation to introduce a new knowledge representation scheme DOT 
is presented. The reason for treating type and entity without distinction is addressed. 
And then the new notion of virtual (or abstract) objects is introduced in terms of DOT 
expressions. The formal discussion together with their definitions will be given in later 
sections. 
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2.1  U n i f i e d  V i e w  o f  T y p e  a n d  E n t i t y  

Usually a type is used for representing a set of entities. In F-logic[KLW90], although type 
and entity are taken from the same domain and any element of the domain can play both 
roles of type and entity, they are regarded as essentially different notions, i.e., a role as an 
entity on which methods are defined and a role as a type on which signature is imposed. 
However, DOT does not discriminate type from entity at all and treats attributes of both 
type and entity in the same manner. 

Our motivation for such a unified view of type and entity is mainly due to the following 
observation about the real world. 

Let us consider a student named 'joe'. Usually 'joe' is considered an entity, and 
'student' and 'person' are types. We can describe the constraints on attribute values of 
entities which belong to a certain type (such constraints are called domain constraints). 
For instance, a 'parent' of a 'person' is a 'person'. 

In the case of the knowledge-base classifying animals, it is reasonable to regard 'per- 
son' as an entity in the type of 'animal', where the 'number of eyes' or 'legs' as well as 
'ecology' are considered to be the attributes of 'person'. In this classification, the objects 
which are itemized more than 'person', e.g., 'joe', are out of the scope of interest. On the 
one hand, it is possible to treat 'joe' as the type with domain constraints such that his 
'first name' is 'Joseph', his 'sex' is 'male', 'jim' is his 'parent', and so on. As instances 
of 'joe', we can consider for example 'joe on April 10' and 'joe at 5:00 p.m. on June 8'. 
In these instances, the values of the attributes, e.g., 'age', 'hobby', and 'family name', 
may be different. 

Consequently, the distinction between type and entity fully depends on the viewpoint 
(or confer) in a given situation. Although it may be sufficient to consider only one 
viewpoint in the conventional applications of databases, it will be required for database 
systems to support various viewpoints in their advanced appficatious handling of knowl- 
edge, as for example in dialog understanding systems. Our representation DOT stands 
on the assumption that viewpoints should not be taken into account in the step of knowl- 
edge representation but in the step for knowledge processing. Thus we do not distinguish 
between types and entities. 

This unified view of type and entity makes our IS-A relationship an integration of 
the usual IS-A and lnstanceOf relationships. In fact, the difference between these two 
relationships is also due to the given situation, i.e., the IS-A relationship and the In- 
stanceOf relationship are usually defined between two types and between entity and 
type, respectively. For example, 

'person' IS-A 'animal' 

if both 'person' and 'animal' are recognized as types in the given viewpoint, and 

'joe' InstanceOf 'person' 

if 'joe' is an entity and 'person' is a type. Furthermore, in another viewpoint, e.g., 
"classification of animals," 

'person' InstanceOf 'animal' 

may hold. These two relationships are unified by the integrated IS-A relationship in this 
paper because type and entity are considered to be a unified notion. This view of IS-A 
relationship plays an important role in simplifying the mathematical foundation. For a 
more detailed discussion, see [TNH89]. 
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Figure 1: Usual Knowledge Scheme based on Binary Predicates 

2.2 Fea tu r e s  of  t he  D O T  Scheme  

We present the motivation for the notion of virtual (or abstract) objects by comparing 
DOT with the usual representation based on binary attributes. This notion is introduced 
by a term representation based on the IS-A relation on a domain using dot notation. In 
the usual approach, a representation similar to the following one is employed (see, e.g., 
[CeW89, giw89]): 

person [ parent --+ person ], 
joe : person [ parent --~ j im ], 

thisPerson : joe [ parent --* thatPerson ]. 

These terms mean that a 'parent' of a 'person' is a 'person', 'joe' is a 'person', his 'parent' 
is 'jim', 'thisPerson' is 'joe' and his 'parent' is 'thatPerson'. As the semantics of the above 
representation, usually binary relations on the data domain consisting of objects are used 
as follows: 

(person, person) E paPent 
(joe, person) E IS-A 
(joe, jim) E parent 

( thisPerson, joe) E IS-A 
( thisPerson, thatPerson) E parent 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 

Here 'parent' and 'IS-A' are binary relations among objects. Note that for relation p and 
objects a, b, a' and b', the following rule, called inheritance, is often adopted: 

Usual  Tnheri tance If (a, b) E p, (a', b ~) E p, and (a, a') E IS-A, then (b, b') E IS-A. 

We can derive the following relationships according to this inheritance rule (see Figure 
1). 
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person.parent 

IS-A 
(by inheritance) 

, joe.parent , IS-A j im 

I IS-A 
(by inheritance) 

thisPerson.parent IS-A thatPerson 

Figure 2: DOT Scheme 

(jim, person) E IS-A 
( thatPerson, person) E IS-A 

(thatPerson, jim) E IS-A 

by (I), (2), (3) 
by (I), (2), (4), (5) 

by (3), (4), (5) 

Although the first and the second statements coincide with our intuition, the third one 
does not. This is due to the fact that we cannot say intuitively whether 'thatPerson' 
is ' jim' from only the given information because 'joe' may have another 'parent'. Such 
confusion is not only due to the framework of the knowledge representation, but also due 
to the user's misunderstanding. To avoid such misunderstandings and to represent the 
knowledge clearly, several approaches have classified relations into types, and certain rules 
with constraints among these types have been prepared. For example, F-logic employs 
four classes regarding the role of attributes. Their notation is as follows: '--.', '--~', '=~' 
and '=~'[KLWg0]. However, the inheritance rules in these approaches inevitably become 
complex, and generally their computation models become quite complicated. 

In our proposed DOT, two kinds of arrows '--+' and '~-'  are used. The direction of 
the arrow corresponds to the direction of the IS-A relationship. 

person [ parent - .  person ], 
joe : person [ parent ~ j im ], 

thisPerson : joe [ parent ~-- thatPerson ]. 

The meaning of the above representation is that a 'parent' of a 'person' is a 'person', 
'joe' is a 'person' and 'jim' is his 'parent', and 'thisPerson' is 'joe' and 'thatPerson' is 
his 'parent'. To represent such a meaning clearly, an abstract object called a DOT 
expression is introduced. For example, 'joe.parent' stands for the virtual representation 
of the 'parent' of 'joe'. Therefore, the semantics of the above representation is given by 
the following expressions: 

(person.parent, person) E IS-A 
(joe, person) E IS-A 

(6) 
(7) 
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(jim, joe.parent) E IS-A 
(thisPerson, joe) E IS-A 

( thatPerson, thisPerson.parent) G IS-A 

(8) 
(9) 

(10) 

Here note that, among the relations corresponding to many attributes, only the IS-A 
relation is treated in DOT while customary approaches employ other relationships as 
well as the IS-A relation. The inheritance rule can be simply expressed as follows: Let a 
and b be DOT expressions and p be a label. 

D O T  Inher i t ance  If (a, b) G IS-A, then (a.p, b.p) G IS-A. 

In the above example, 

(joe.parent, person.parent) E IS-A 

can be obtained by (7) and then 

(jim, person) E IS-A 

holds by (6), (8) and the transitivity of the IS-A relation. Similarly we can obtain the 
relationship that 

(thatPerson, person) E IS-A 

but 

( thatPerson, jim) G IS-A 

cannot be obtained from the above knowledge, which coincides with our intuition (see 
Figure 2). 

DOT expressions can be used in term representation, e.g., 

which means 

joe [ parent *-- mary.parent ] 

(mary.parent, joe.parent) G IS-A. 

Note that a dot notation was conventionally used in relational algebra to express pro- 
jection procedures (see, e.g., [Zan90]). However, the dot notation in this paper has the 
denotational meaning rather than the procedural meaning; it constructs the semantic 
domain of IS-A relation. 

The aim of DOT is not to provide rich concepts for knowledge representation. Its 
purpose is the development of a kernel model of knowledge-base systems; thus simplicity 
and generality become very important requirements. 
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3 S y n t a x  

Let finite sets A, L and V be given. Elements of A, L and V are called object name, label 
and variable, respectively. We assume A U L and V are disjoint. Variables will normally 
be denoted by capital letters X, Y, X1 , - - . ,  Y1,'- ". 

A product  of k elements of L (k >_ 0) 

1 1 .  �9 �9 �9 . l k  

is called a label expression. Here we denote the product  by ' . '  (dot!). The  number  k is 
called the length of the label expression. The unique label expression whose length is 0 
is called the empty label expression and denoted by e. The set of all label expressions 
generated by L is called the label expression set and denoted by L*. 

A DOT expression is inductively defined as follows: 

1. An object name a E A is a DOT expression. 

2. A variable X E V is a DOT expression. 

3. If d is a DOT expression and A is a label expression, then d.A is a D O T  expression. 

Note that  a DOT expression contains at most one variable. The  set of all D O T expres- 
sions generated by A, V and L* is called a DOT expression set and is denoted by DE. If 
a DOT expression does not include a variable, it is called a ground DOT expression. A 
DOT expression which is not a ground one is called a variable DOT expression. The  set 
of all ground DOT expressions and the set of all variable DOT expressions are denoted 
by AL*and VL*, respectively. 

A term is inductively defined as follows: 

1. A DOT expression d is a term, called an atomic term. 

2. If d, d ~ are DOT expressions, ~x , - ' - ,  An(n > O) are label expressions, TI , . . . ,  Tn are 
terms and each of 0 1 , . . . , 0 ,  is ' -* '  or ' ~ ' ,  then 

d : d '  [A~01TI,..., ~.O.T.] 

is a term, called a complex term. 

In each case of 1 and 2, the DOT expression d is called the head of the term. The  symbol 
0i is called a relational label. If d = d' in case 2, we abbreviate the te rm as 

d [~101T~,---, ~.0.T.]. 

Moreover, if n = 0 in case 2, we abbreviate d : d' [ ] as 

d:d' .  

A term without a variable is called a ground term. 
In this paper, a knowledge-base is defined as a finite set of ground complex terms. 

E x A m p l e  1. Let us consider a knowledge-base about  a number which consists of the 
following terms: 
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num [ s ---+ hum, p --+ hum ], 
0 ". n u m .  

Here nnm stands for an arbitrary number, s for successor, and p for predecessor, o 

E x a m p l e  2. The following is a knowledge-base about joe's ancestor: 

joe [ anc ~-- joe.par, anc ~-- joe.anc.par ], 

where anc stands for ancestor, and par for parent, rl 

Although it will be useful to allow nonground terms or rules as a knowledge-base, we 
restrict it to ground terms for convenience of query processing. 

4 S e m a n t i c s  

In this section, DOT algebra is introduced and is used to define the formal semantics of 
a knowledge-base. 

At first, we note that  L* forms a free monoid  generated by L: Let !1, .... , lk, 1~, . . . ,  lg, E 
L. For A1 = 11.---.1~, A2 = 1~.....1~, E L*, and the expression A1.A2 denotes the label 
expression i l . . . . . l k . l~  . . . .  .1~,. Then, for an arbitrary A1, A2, A3 E L*, 

(A1.A2).Aa - AI.(A2.A3), 
e.A1 = A1.e = AI 

hold. 

L e t a  E A and l h - - . , l k , l l , . . . , l  ~, E L.  F o r d -  a . l l . . . . . l k  E AL* andA = I i . . . .  .i~, E 
L*, the expression d.A is the DOT expression a . l l . . . . . l k . l ~ . . . . . ! ~ , .  The monoid L* acts on 
AL*,  since, for an arbitrary d E AL* ,  Ax, A2 E L*, the following conditions are satisfied: 

(d.~,d..X~ = d.(.Xl..X~_). 
d . ~ = d .  

(If d.A1 = d, then AI = ~.) 

In particular, the last condition means that the action of L* on AL* is free. 
A binary relation Z on AL* is called an IS-A relation if the following conditions are 

satisfied for z,y,z E AL* and A E L*: 

1. (Reflexive Law) (z, r E 2~. 

2. (Transitive Law) If (z, I/), (Y, z) E Z, then (z, z) E Z. 

3. ( I n h e r i t a n c e  Law)  If (z, y) E Z, then (z.A, y.A) E Z. 

In general, a relation which satisfies the reflexive law and the transitive law is called a 
quasi-ordering relation. Condition 3 shows that  the action of L* is monotone with respect 
to the quasi-ordering. Therefore, an IS-A relation is nothing but a quasi-ordering relation 
on AL* such that  the right action of L* is monotone with respect to the ordering. We 
may also say that  such a relation is a right invariant quasi-order relation. 

Now, a D O T  algebra is defined as a pair (AL*,Z), where Z is an IS-A relation. 
The following lemma is easily shown. 
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For an arbitrary binary relation R on AL*, there exists the minimum IS-A 
[] 

L e m m a  1. 
relation Z with respect to the inclusion such that R C Z. 

The IS-A relation Z given by the above lemma is denoted by A4(R). 
Now we define the semantics of a given knowledge-base. Let 

T = d : d' [ A l O I T 1 ,  " �9 " ,  AnO,T,] 

be a ground complex term. We define a binary relation S(T) on AL*, called a semantic 
relation ofT,  as the minimal relation which satisfies the following conditions: 

1. (d,d') e S(T). 

2. For 1 < i  < n, 

(a) If ~ is a complex term, then S(~)  C S(T). 

(b) Let h (~)  be the head of Ti. 

i. If 05 is '-*', then (d.~i, h(Ti)) e S(T). 
ii. If 8{ is ' ~ ' ,  then (h(Ti), d.Ai) �9 S(T). 

The semantics for a knowledge-base 2) is given by the DOT algebra (AL*, .M(S(2)))), 
where S(2)) = UT~V S(T). The relation S(2)) is called a semantic relation of 2). 

Let 2) be the knowledge-base of Example 1. The semantic relation of 2) Example  3. 
is 

{(num.s, num), (num.p, num), (0, hum)}. 

f3 

The following knowledge-base has the same semantic relation as the 

joe.par : $oe.anc, 
joe.ane [ par --, joe.anc ]. 

[] 

Example  4. 
knowledge-base of Example 2: 

5 Query 
Let us consider knowledge-base 2) in the following. A substitution r is a finite set of form 
{ X x / d x , . . . , X , / d , } ,  where X t , - - . ,Xn  are distinct variables and d t , . - . , d n  are DOT 
expressions. If d r , - . . ,  dn are ground, the substitution a is also called ground. The set of 
all ground substitutions is denoted by O. 

The instance of DOT expression e by substitution a, denoted by ea, is defined as 
follows: 

1. If e is a ground DOT expression, eo" -- e. 

2. If e is a variable DOT expression, then e can be denoted by X.~, where X is a 
variable and ~ E L*. If X/d  E a, instance ecr is d.A; otherwise, e. 
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Let d, d be DOT expressions. The instance of a tuple t = (d, d') E DE x DE by a 
substitution a, denoted by ta  is the tuple of DOT expressions (do, d'a) E D E  x DE. 

A query is expressed as 

77"1,.-. ,T, ,  

where n > 1 and each 7~ is a term (1 < i < n ) .  
The answerto query ?T1,--.,Tn is 

e I Vt e U,<,_<. w e 

Query ?Tl , . . .  ,Tn is bounded i f  Ul<_i<n S(Ti) does not contain any tuple both of 
whose components are variable DOT expressions. If a query is bounded, it is called a 
bounded query. 

If a bounded query contains variables, it can be shown that the answer is expressed 
as  

{ { X l / z l , . . ' ,  Xm/xm,  YI/Yl, """, Ym'lYm'} I 
3, e In1], . . . ,  xm e y, , - . . ,  y,,, e DE} 

where m >_ 1,m' > 0, X 1 , " - , X m  are variables contained in the query, Y1," ' ,Ym' are 
variables not contained in the query, each i~i is a regular expression, and [774] is the set 
expressed by Ri  [TNF91]. We abbreviate the answer as 

X1 : ~ l , " ' , X r n  : ~ r a .  

Regular expression 7~i is called a solution for Xi  (for the query). Note that if at least 
one of the solutions is O( the regular expression for empty set ), the answer is the empty 
set 0. 

If a bounded query does not contain any variable, the answer is either {~ or O. 

6 Q u e r y  P r o c e s s i n g  

In this section, first we introduce three fundamental problems of DOT algebra and show 
how to resolve them. Then DOT algebra is applied to the procedural method for obtain- 
ing the answer to bounded queries. Although unbounded queries are considered to be 
useful in certain practical applications, we exclude them from this paper. Discussion on 
unbounded query processing will be an interesting future topic. 

6 .1  T h r e e  P r o b l e m s  o f  D O T  A l g e b r a  

We consider three problems of DOT algebra. The solutions to these problems are used 
in the query processing in the next subsection. 

Let R -- r For d, d' E AL*, consider the following three fundamental problems 
of DOT algebra: 

1. Find set LR(d) = {z E AL* [ (x, d) E A4(R)}. 

2. Find set UR(d) = {x E AL* I(d, x) E .M(R)}. 

3. Decide if (d, d') E A4(R). 
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Note that if the quasi-ordering relationship (z, V) E r is expressed by z < y, the set 
LR(d) and the set UR(d) are the lower hound and the upper bound of d, respectively, 
with respect to the quasi-ordering relation .g4(R). 

It is proved that LR(d)(UR(d)) can be expressed by a regular expression in automata 
theory. Namely, we can construct a nondeterministic finite automaton with e-moves 
which accepts exactly LR(d) (UR(d))[TNFM91]. 

Here we introduce some notions for constructing an automaton. Let B be an arbitrary 
binary relation on AL*. A pair (x, y) E AL* x AL* is directly derivable from B ff either 
of the following conditions holds: 

1. 3z �9 AL* such that (z, z), (z,y) �9 B. 

2. 3(z', y~) E B 3A E L* such that z = z'.A and y = y'.A. 

For an arbitrary subset D C AL* and arbitrary binary relation B on AL*, relations 
ZX(D, B) and Z~i(D, B)(i > 0) are defined as follows: 

ZIo(D, B) = (B N (D x D)) U {(z, z) I x E D}, 
z~,+I(D,B) = {(z,y) E D • D [ (z ,y)  is directly derivable from Ai(D,B)}  
(i >_ 0), 

B) = O, o B). 
For a given set X C AL*, let us define mapping T of 2 AL* to 2 AL" by 

T(X) = {yI3A E L* 3z E X y.A = z}. 

Let us first consider problem 1 for a given d E AL*. We will construct automaton 
A t ( d  ) according to the following procedures: 

1. Put  DR(d) = T({z E AL* [3V E AL* (z,y)  E R or (y,z)  E R} U {d}). 

2. Calculate A(DR(d),R). 

3. Construct the nondeterministic finite automaton At(d  ) = (Q, ~, 6, q0, F)  with C- 
moves: 

Set o f  States  Q = DR(d) U {q0}. (q0 r AL*) 
I n p u t  A l p h a b e t  E = A U L U {e}. 

Trans i t ion  Funct ion  

�9 F o r q 0 a n d s E E ,  

6(qo,,) = { (s}.e. 

�9 For q E Ds(d) and s E E, 

{z [ (q,z) E z~(DR(d), R)}. 

6(q,,) = {q0:}. 
Initial  State  qo. 

(, E A n DR(d)) 
(otherw ) 

8 - -  ~)  

(s E L and q.s E DR(d)) 
(otherwise) 

Set  o f  Final  States  F = {d}. 
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pa Z \anc 

Figure 3: Automaton AL(joe.anc) of Example 5 

Set DR(d) in procedure 1 is finite because R = ,.qC D) is finite. Then set A(DR(d), R) 
in procedure 2 is also finite and this procedure always terminates in finite steps. Conse- 
quently, the set of states of the automaton turns out to be finite. 

Theorem 1. [TNFM91] 
AL(d). 

Set LR(d) is equal to the set accepted by finite automaton 
D 

Example  5. Let R be a semantic relation of knowledge-base of Example 2, i.e., 

R = {(joe.par, joe .a .c ) ,  (joe.a.c.par, 

The automaton AL(joe. anc) is illustrated in Figure 3 and the set LR(joe.anc) is expressed 
by 

joe.(par + anc).par*. D 

In a manner similar to the case of problem 1, problem 2 can be solved. Finally, the 
method to solve problem 3 is given by the following steps: 

1. Construct the automaton A~(d~). 

2. Input d to the automaton. 

3. The answer to tile problem is affirmative if and only if the automaton accepts d. 
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6 .2  P r o c e s s i n g  f o r  B o u n d e d  Q u e r y  

Based on the methods for the above three problems, the procedure to find the answer to 
bounded query ?T1,---, Tn is given as follows: 

1. Each element of UI__.i_< . S (~ )  can be expressed as (d, d~), (X.~, d) or (d, X.A) where 
d,d ~ E AL*, X E V, and A E L*, since the query is bounded. 

(a) Case (d, d~): Find the answer to problem 3 of DOT algebra, i.e., deciding if 
(d,d') E .M(R). 

(b) Case (X.A, d): Find a regular expression for LR(d). Then find a regular 
expression of set {z ] z.~ E Ln(d)} and call it constraint for variable X. 

(c) Case (d, X.A): Replacing L by U in (b), and find the corresponding constraint 
for X. 

2. If at least one of the answers to (a) is negative, the answer to the query is 0. 
Thus we may assume that all answers to (a) are affirmative. If the query includes 
variables, then for each variable X its solution is given by the intersection of the 
all constraints for X. Otherwise, the answer is O. 

We note that the set {z [ z.~ E LR(d)} is regular, and its regular expression can be easily 
given [HoU79]. Furthermore, the intersection of regular sets becomes a regular set and 
its regular expression is obtained from regular expressions each of which corresponds to 
a given regular set[HoU79]. 

Example  6. For the knowledge-base given in section 2, the answer to query ?joe.parent : 
X i s  

X : joe.parent + person.parent+ person. 

The answer to query ?X : joe.parent is 

X : j im + joe.parent. 

0 

ExAmple 7. 

Then the query 

Consider a knowledge-base given by 

even Is --* odd Is - *  even]], 
multiple_of_3 [s.s.s --* multiple_of.S], 

O : even,  

0 : multiple_of_8. 

? X[s  ~ even, s.s ~ multiple.of_S] 

generates two problems of DOT algebra: LR(even) and LR(multiple_of..8). 
expression of LR( even) is 

(even + odd.s + O).(s.s)*, 

A regular 

and that of LR(multiple_of..3) is 
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(multiple_of.3 + O).(s.s.s)*. 

The constraint corresponding to the set {z [ x.s E LR(even)} is 

(eve  s + odd + 0 s) (, s)', 

and the one corresponding to the set {z I z .s .s  E LR(rnultiple_of_8)} is 

( multiple_oy..3.s + O.s).(s.s.s)*. 

The answer obtained by the intersection set is 

X : O.s.(s.s.s.s.s.s)*, 

which intuitively means 1,7, 13, 19,.... [] 

Finally, we discuss the practicality of obtaining the answer with infinite elements. As 
we have emphasized in. this paper, the purpose of developing DOT is to provide a kernel 
system for knowledge-base systems. In this sense, we consider that DOT should generate 
all possible answers to the query, Selection of meaningful answers from all the possible 
candidates is the function of upper layer systems such as application programs or expert 
systems. 

7 I m p l e m e n t a t i o n  

A prototype of the inference system based on DOT has been implemented on UNIX 1 
workstations and MS-DOS 2 personal computers. The prototype system is programmed 
in C. 

Examples of system behavior are illustrated in Figure 4 and Figure 5. In both exam- 
pies, we assume that at the beginning the system is in the initial state (i.e., no previous 
input to the system). 

In Figure 4, the user inputs 

joe [ anc < -  j o e . p a x ,  anc < -  j o e . a n c . p a . r  ] 

where -> and <- stand for --+ and +-, respectively. The user then asks 

and 

? joe [ a n t  <- x ]  

X : joe .  (par+anc) .par* 

is the reply of the system. The successive input/output is for joe's parent as used in the 
previous section. At the last two queries, the reply of the system Yes for the query 

? j i m  : person 

represents the answer e .  On the other hand, No represents 0. 
Figure 5 is an example about number. Empty stands for O. Query 

1UNIX is a trademark of AT&T. 
2MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 
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r 

<< DOT P r o t o t y p e  System >> 

> joe [ ant <- joe.par, ant <- joe.ant.par ] 

> ? joe [ ant <- X ] 

X : joe. (par+anc) .par* 

> person [ par -> person ] 

> joe : person [ par <- jim ] 

> ? joe [ par <- X ] 

X : jim + joe.par 

> ? joe [ par -> X ] 

X : person+(joe+person). (par+ant) 

> ? jim : person 

Yes 

> ? joe : jim.ant 

No 
> 

Figure  4: S y s t e m  Behav io r  (1) 

<< DOT P r o t o t y p e  S y s t e m  >> 
> num [ s ->  num ] ,  0 : n u m  
> ? X  : n u m  

X : (O+num).s* 

> even [ s -> odd [ s -> even ]], 0 : even 

> ? X : hum, Y : hUm, X : even, Y : odd 

X : O . ( s . s ) * ,  Y : O . s . ( s . s ) *  
> ? X : e v e n ,  X : odd 

No 
X : Empty 

> m3 [ s.s.s -> m3 ], 0 : m3 

> ? X [ s -> even, s.s -> m3 ] 

X : O . s . ( s . s . s . s . s . s ) *  
> ? even [ s <- X ], m3 [ s.s <- X ] 

X : O . s . s . s . s . s . ( s . s . s . s . s . s ) *  
> 

F igure  5: S y s t e m  Behavior  (2) 
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? X [ s ->  e v e n ,  s . s  -> m3 ] 

is the same as the query used in Example 7, and asks what is one whose successor is an 
even and whose successor's successor is a multiple of 3. The last query 

? e v e n  [ s <-  X ] ,  m3 [ s . s  < -  X ] 

means that what is X, such that, X is a successor of an even and also is a successor of 
a successor of a multiple of 3. 

8 Comparison: D O T  and the First Order Logic 

The relations among objects described by DOT expressions can be represented in a 
framework of first order logic. Thus we can reduce the DOT representation to be a type 
of deductive database as will be shown below. 

DOT expressions are represented by using unary function symbols. DOT expression 
a.ll.....lk is represented by term l~(... (l,(a))...). The IS-A relation is expressed by a 
binary predicate isa,  and satisfies: 

�9 Reflexive law : isa(X,X),  

�9 Transitive law: isa(X,Y) : -  i s a (X,Z) , i sa (Z ,Y) ,  

�9 Inheritance law (for each function symbol f )  : i s a ( f ( X ) , f ( Y ) )  : -  i sa(X,Y) .  

For instance, the example in section 2 can be expressed by 

7, Fact  
i sa (paxen t  (person) ,  person) .  
i s a ( j o e ,  person) .  
isa(jim, p a r e n t ( j o e )  ) .  
isa(maxy, p a r e n t ( j o e )  ) .  
i s a ( t h i s P e r s o n ,  j o e ) .  
isa(thatPerson, parent(thisPerson)). 
Y. General Rule 
isa(X,X). 
isa(X,Y) :-isa(X,Z), isa(Z,Y). 
isa(parent(X), parent(Y))  :- isa(X,Y). 

First order logic without function symbols is not suffcient for a simple definition of the 
IS-A relation. On the other hand, we think that in a practical sense first order logic 
with general function symbols is too strong for application to knowledge representation. 
Actually, for deductive databases with general function symbols, the development of 
efficient query processing methods is one of the hardest and most interesting problems. 
Our work in this paper specifies a simple class of deductive databases with function 
symbols having the above constraints. For this class, a good resolution method for 
several query processing problems regarding the IS-A relation has been proposed using 
regular expressions. Thus DOT proposes a reasonable class of knowledge-base systems. 
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9 C o m p a r i s o n :  D O T  a n d  F - l o g i c  

Since, as we noted, DOT and F-logic are aimed at different levels as knowledge represen- 
tation terms, it is difficult to compare them at a common level. However, using a typical 
example for which both DOT and F-logic have similar term representations, we would 
like to extract the differences between them. 

Let us consider the term representations for the following fact: 

A 'person' is an 'animal', and a 'parent' of a 'person' is a 'person'. 'joe' is a 
'person', and 'jim' is his 'parent'. 

DOT expresses this as follows: 

person : animal [parent ~ person], 
joe : person [parent ~-- jim]. 

Its semantic relation is given by 

{(person, animal), (person.parent, person), 
(joe, person), (jim, joe.parent) }. 

The structural axioms are three IS-A axioms (i.e., reflexive, transitive, inheritance laws) 
and due to these axioms, for example, 

(jim, animal) G IS-A 

is easily obtained. 
In F-logic, the above example is expressed as follows: 

person : animal [parent =~ person], 
joe : person [parent --* jim]. 

Here for simplicity we consider only the Herbrand universe U0, and demonstrate how 
relation "jim IS-A animal" is obtained in its semantics. 

First, preordering -~ is defined by 

person -~ animal, joe -< person. 

For m E Uo, I=~(m) is a partial anti-monotone function from Uo to 7~T(Uo), where set 
7~T(U0) represents all the upward-closed subsets of Uo. Note tha t  set V C U is upward- 
closed if "v E V and v -< v' then v' E V holds." I_~(m) is a partial function from [To 
to ~P(U0), where 7~(U0) is a power set of rio. The functions I:~(parent) and I....(parent) 
satisfy 

I=,(parent)(person) 3 r~rson, 
I_..(parent)(person) D person. 

As a structural axiom, the well-typing constraint is introduced as follows: For q, rn, z, r E 
b'0, 

if q E I_~(m)(x), then q ~ r for all r ~ Z~,(m)(x). 
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By combining the well-typing constraint and the fact that I=~(parent)(person) is an 
upward-closed set, it is shown that j im  < animal must be satisfied. In F-logic, the type 
error occurs if joe < animal is not declared by F-terms. 

In F-logic, the semantic structure consists of 7-tuples (U0, -<Uo, 2~y, Z_., Z_.., Z~, 2::~), 
which introduces, in addition to well-typing, monotonicity, signature minimality, and 
some optional structures in the domain of 7-tuple. These give very rich concepts, although 
to prove simple facts, as in the above examples, the semantics of F-logic is rather complex 
as compared to those of DOT. As was shown in the above discussion, type inference is 
possible in DOT, however, type checking is not easy as compared with F-logic. 

There are several inference rules whose correctness are proved in F-logic. We can 
easily derive jim<animal using them, however, the discussion here is concerned with 
the simplicity of the semantic structure. As for the above example, the structure of F- 
logic, including upward-closedness, monotonicity, well-typing, is reduced to our semantic 
structure of three axioms by virtue of DOT's unified view of type and entity and the 
unified IS-A relationship. 

Now let us discuss the capability of representing infinite elements. The infinite domain 
using ground DOT expressions is employed by DOT, which can be considered as a class of 
Herbrand universe in first order logic with function symbols. In the deductive database, 
a complete set of all terms, including function symbols, cannot be expressed in a finite 
explicit representation. F-logic introduces a function symbol and it is possible to express 
DOT in a similar manner as described in the previous section. However it isn't always 
possible to express a complete answer to a query and hence the deduction does not always 
terminate. One of the most interesting properties of DOT is that the query processing 
always halts and the complete answer set to a query can always be obtained as a regular 
set and can be expressed by a regular expression. This regular expression is an explicit 
representation which possibly consists of infinite elements. 

Although some applications of automata theory were proposed for the verification 
of the properties of database logic programs[Vat89], there appear to be few approaches 
which use regular expressions as knowledge representation tools. We believe that our 
new approach is promising for knowledge processing because it can deal with a certain 
class of infinite set of knowledge. 

10 Conclus ion 

A simple term representation DOT has been proposed as a foundation of knowledge- 
bases. Its semantics and query processing methods are presented based on DOT algebra. 

Like other approaches for DOOD, we are now interested in introducing the rule no- 
tation using DOT in the following manner: 

X[ances~or ~-- X.parent, ancestor ~-- X.  ancestor.ancestor] r X : person. 

The semantics for rules will be given by additional IS-A axioms to those given in section 
4. 

(Axiom 4) If (z, person) E ~, then (=.parent, z.ancestor) E I .  
(Axiom 5) If (z,person) E Z, then (z.ancest[or.ancestor, z.ancestor) E Z. 

In many other approaches, the IS, A relation is first given and fixed, then the inheri- 
tance is considered as a constraint of the relation. Therefore, for example, the fact that 
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' tim' is a 'person' must be given as a specification; otherwise, a type error would occur 
due to the inheritance constraint. On the other hand, DOT generates IS-A relations 
dynamically from the given relation. Such a capability is considered as a class of type 
inference like ML, though DOT does not have the complete type checking mechanism. 
Currently DOT does not have a means to specify "inconsistency". To employ this notion, 
the representation of "negation" seems to he one of the best possible ways. This is one 
of our future works. 

Furthermore, the concepts of an object identity (OID) and methods are not involved 
in DOT. The approaches employed by [MHY90, YaY90, Yok90], where extended terms 
themselves are OIDs, suggest a future extension of DOT to include these notions. 
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